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**Abstract**

The scenes that enhanced the reverse sides of the Etruscans' bronze mirrors were not just a form of entertainment. Rather, mirror iconography provided elite Etruscans of both genders with a range of ideas to ponder as they fashioned their appearances daily within the domestic sphere. During the 4th century BCE, the number of depictions of parents drawn from the broad Hellenic repertoire known to the Etruscan aristocracy soars. Two individuals who stand out as particularly popular were Latva (Leda) and Tuntle (Tyndareos), who appear in the context of a specifically Etruscan narrative known as the “Delivery of Elinai’s (Helen’s) Egg.” This study focuses on the social significance of these scenes and the messages they imparted through their compositional structure and the various attributes of the characters depicted. It is suggested that they can be read as promoting positive paradigms of marriage and parenthood that served as enduring inspirations for the mirrors’ users and viewers.

During the 4th and 3rd centuries in Etruria, communities in both the south and the north had to contend with foreign incursions, raids and the consequences of conquest. Despite these challenges, this time in Etruscan history was especially prolific with respect to the creation and diversity of high quality art: aristocratic families in Tarquinia, Orvieto and Chiusi, for example, commissioned vibrant tomb paintings extolling the virtues of their clans and ancestors, while elsewhere commissions surged in the production of large-scale votive bronzes, painted and sculpted sarcophagi, and elaborately decorated *cistae* and bronze mirrors. The latter—a form of luxury art that many elites would likely have received as a gift on their wedding day—belong to what P. Gregory Warden has termed the “social landscape”: they not only helped to “define the individual,” but, as status symbols, they also communicated their family’s wealth and prestige. The scenes that enhanced these artifacts’ reverse sides—the principal feature that distinguishes the Etruscan examples from those produced by other Mediterranean civilizations such as Egypt and Greece—were not just a form of entertainment. Rather, these visual representations had both a strong emotional resonance in the domestic environment and disseminated important cultural messages and beliefs, inspiring reflection on the lives, behaviors and fates of the many different characters whose stories were selected as decoration. In this way, mirror iconography provided elite Etruscans of both genders with a range of role models, themes and ideas to ponder as they fashioned and refashioned their appearances on a daily basis within the private sphere of their homes. It also offers scholars today a window into the mindsets of the artifacts’ aristocratic purchasers/owners, expressing many of the values and beliefs they and their families prized from the Archaic period onward.

The 4th century BCE was a period of great innovation and creativity in mirror design and decoration, and one important element of this trend includes the introduction of new subject matter. Given the visual emphasis on the family and ancestry in other media, especially funerary art, it is not surprising that similar themes started to appear on the reverses of mirrors. In fact, for the first time in the medium, the number of depictions of parents interacting with children, along with images of couples of all sorts (wives and husbands, lovers, mothers and sons, siblings, etc.), soars. In addition, because genre scenes are a rarity in this corpus, the extant representations feature families drawn from the broad Hellenic repertoire known to the Etruscan aristocracy instead of everyday life as was the practice in funerary art. Again, this is not unexpected, since, as recently observed by Ingrid Krauskopf, “Greek myth inserted itself into all sectors of Etruscan life, including the [domestic] sphere (as seen on engraved mirrors).”

Among the divine and/or mythical parents who make a collective appearance on Classical and early Hellenistic period mirrors either with their own children or with others who have been entrusted to their care are Turan and
Laran, Thesan and Tinthun, Klytaimnestra and Agamemnon, and Latva and Tuntle. While some of these family interactions are limited to a single—vis-à-vis extant—visualization, Latva (Leda) and Tuntle (Tyndareos) stand out as parents who are present either together or separately on six 4th and/or 3rd century mirrors, always in the context of the same narrative, the so-called “Delivery of Elinai’s (Helen’s) Egg.” One of the many interpretazioni etrusche invented by Etruscan artists during the 4th century BCE for the domestic sphere, the mirrors show either Turms (Hermes) or one of the Tinas Cliniar (the Dioskouroi) handing the egg from which Elinai will be born over to Tuntle (four extant examples), Latva (one example) or an unidentified woman (one example). According to Apollodorus of Athens, while the Spartans identified Leda as Helen’s mother, an Attic legend claimed Nemesis for this role—in the guise of a goose, she lay with Zeus in the form of a swan, and from their union, she produced an egg which a shepherd gave to Leda, who then raised her as her own child. In Attic art, especially vase paintings from the 5th and 4th centuries BCE, representations of this narrative concentrate on Leda’s discovery of Nemesis’s egg, either on an altar or a rock; she is usually accompanied by both her husband and two sons. Magna Graecian versions, on the other hand, focus on the birth itself: the egg, on an altar, appears cracked open with the baby Helen springing out of it and opening her arms to greet her foster parents. While the Etruscans’ versions build upon the tradition that claimed Nemesis as Helen’s mother, they represent a moment in the story not depicted in either the mainland Greek or South Italian worlds at this time, thereby confirming “Etruscan agency in the manipulation of Greek myths for local meanings.”

In previous publications, I discussed the delivery narrative’s relevance to the Etruscans primarily from the perspective of Elinai, whose lifecycle—given her fame as the most beautiful woman in the world—was both of great interest to them and very popular on mirrors from the Archaic period onward. I also examined its relevance to the goddess Nortia, a deity of fate akin to Nemesis, and considered the implications of the egg itself as it dominates the center of the compositions. I argued that the images—despite their various manifestations—not only communicated local ideas about fate and destiny but also concepts related to rebirth, fertility and the continuity of life, especially given that the mirrors eventually ended up as treasured tomb corredi. In the present study dedicated to my colleague, Dr. David Soren, I shift my attention to some of the other reasons that might have made this particular narrative popular during the 4th and early 3rd centuries BCE, ones tied more specifically to the domestic sphere where mirror iconography functioned on both personal and cultural levels. After all, it was their uses during life that stimulated the manufacture and consumption of these artifacts, making it important for scholars to consider the many different ways the themes and characters chosen for visualization on their reverses worked within this particular context. The analysis below, therefore, considers the social significance of the delivery scenes that include representations of both Latva and Tuntle and the messages they imparted to families through their compositional structure and the various attributes of the characters depicted. This examination suggests that the scenes can be read as promoting positive paradigms of marriage and parenthood that served as enduring inspirations for the mirrors’ users and viewers. Three extant mirrors present the delivery as a collective parental event. They range in complexity from a three-figured scene set

**FIGURE 1:** Relief mirror with Turms delivering the egg of Elinai to Tuntle and Latva, reverse. Provenance unknown. First half of the 4th century BCE. Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1971.138 (photograph by the author).
outdoors in a rocky landscape to five- and six-figured compositions, respectively, that take place in domestic settings. The former version appears on a tang mirror now in Boston (Fig. 1), dated to the first half of the 4th century BCE and possibly produced in a Vulcian workshop, which is distinguished from the other two examples in that its narrative (and decoration as a whole) was executed in relief rather than through engraving. This particular technique was not common in Etruria, with only ten authentic examples known today, but, as I have demonstrated elsewhere, these sumptuous artifacts share enough characteristics with their engraved counterparts to suggest close connections between the craftsmen responsible for manufacturing and decorating each type. The Boston mirror not only depicts a subject that was popular on engraved mirrors but also a composition commonly used on the latter for three-figured scenes and cartouche inscriptions that identify the characters. Within a border of tendrils similar to those found on the *toga picta* of Vel Saties in the François Tomb from Vulci, a centrally-located Turms is flanked by the seated foster parents, Tuntle on the left and Latva on the right. He holds his caduceus in his left hand and stands in a three-quarter position on an undulating ground line beneath which swim fishes and a dolphin. The god’s head is bent down at the neck, and he faces left in order to give the egg to Tuntle; he is also naked except for the cloak that covers his backside. Both Tuntle and Latva sit on rocks, in positions that mirror each other. Tuntle is depicted as a mature man (balding and bearded) with a bare chest and a mantle draped over his lower body and back. With his upraised left arm and hand, he holds a staff. Latva wears a sleeved chiton and has a himation wrapped around her lower body and back; her long hair is tied back in a snood and she is adorned with a beaded necklace. A band with three pendant bullae appears on her upper left arm. She gazes intently at the egg in Turms’ right hand while her husband stares at the god.

While there are no inscriptions on the second example, an engraved tang mirror now in Lausanne (Fig. 2) which was most likely also produced in a Vulcian workshop (given its ivy leaf border), there can be no doubt of its subject matter. As on the Boston mirror, Turms stands in the center of the composition and presents the egg to a seated male figure to his right. This young man, who can only be Tuntle, directs his gaze up toward the god as he reaches out to accept the egg. Latva’s pose, once again, not only replicates that of her husband’s, but she also fills up the right side of the picture field in a way that echoes his position; that is, they stand as mirror images of each other. She looks up at Turms with an expression that suggests she is unclear about the reason for his sudden arrival in her home. She is fully clothed, and in her left hand, she holds a mirror; beneath her seat is a small bird. Flanking Turms are two youthful and elaborately coiffed/dressed winged females, most likely Lasas, each of whom rests an arm on the god’s shoulders. The one on the left looks at Tuntle and the one on the right at Latva; both also raise one of their hands to their foreheads.

The most ornate of the Etruscans’ delivery scenes appears on a grandiose tang mirror from Porano, now in Orvieto (Fig. 3). This type of mirror is among the most elaborate and highest in quality of all the ones manufactured during the 4th century, relief mirrors notwithstanding. Their medallions usually contain complex multi-figured compositions framed by exergues on the top and bottom of

**Figure 2:** Engraved tang mirror with Turms delivering Elinai’s egg to Tuntle and Latva in the presence of two Lasas, reverse. From Avenches, Switzerland. 4th century BCE. Lausanne, Musée Cantonal d’Archéologie et d’Histoire, Inv. No. 82 (drawing by Shawn Skabelund after E. Gerhard [ed.], *Etruskische Spiegel* 4 [Berlin: G. Reimer, 1867], 370).
the main picture field. This tripartite arrangement appears on the Porano mirror, making it an excellent example of the type. It also stands out within the wider corpus of mirrors because it includes the name of its presumed female owner (Ceithurnea) and the word śuthina, the latter indicating its final transition from domestic artifact into tomb corredo; both of these words were engraved into the right half of the floral border. The six figures in the mirror’s central picture field include, on the right, an elaborately coiffed, bejeweled and clothed Latva, who sits on a throne with her feet, enclosed in pointed shoes, resting on a footstool. Casually leaning against her right side is her son Castur, naked but for his cloak and sandals, who holds an egg that is so large that it spills out of his hand and rests on part of his lower right arm. Tuntle, articulated with curly hair and a bushy, curly beard, sits on the left side, again in a position that echoes that of his wife. He reaches out and touches the egg with the forefinger of his right hand. He has a mantle draped over his lower body and back, the edge of which is wrapped around his left arm. Like the Tuntle on the Boston mirror, his chest is bare and he holds a wooden staff in his left hand. Turan (Aphrodite) leans against the king’s left side, naked like Castur except for the mantle she has wrapped around her lower legs. She looks at the king, not the egg, and her presence may be explained by her later role in Elinai’s life (e.g., as winner of the Judgment of Paris, she became the advocate of Elinai’s life (e.g., as winner of the Judgment of Paris, she became the advocate of Elcsntre, having pledged him a beautiful bride for his vote). Directly above the egg, close to the center of the composition, are two additional clothed figures, one identified by an inscription as Pultuce, Castur’s brother, the other an unknown female, perhaps Klytaimnестra, Elinai’s mortal sister. Their presence as adults contemplating the imminent birth of their sister stands as a further reminder of the highly constructed— and ideological—nature of these scenes. Above the heads of these six figures, in the upper exergue, Thesan (Eos) drives her quadriga. Nancy de Grummond has suggested that her inclusion may reference the fact that the engraver was trying to convey the actual day of Elinai’s birth. The mirror’s elaborate floral border also evokes concepts of fertility while in the lower exergue, “waters [teem] with sea life … [as another] reflection of this moment.”

As noted above, the Etruscans’ delivery scenes represent an interpretatio etrusca, a moment in the story of Elinai, Latva and Tuntle that differs from both Magna Graecian versions where the focus is the birth itself and Attic images where the emphasis is on Leda’s discovery of the egg either on an altar or a rock. Though absent in Etruscan funerary art, the subject was a popular one in the domestic sphere, appearing on all types of tang mirrors manufactured during the 4th and early 3rd centuries as well as on two painted vases, one from Vulci and the second from the environs of Chiusi. Clearly, its appeal in this context was wide and broad, and the fact that the Etruscans created their own version of the story suggests that it not only must have addressed themes valued by the individuals who would have owned and used these artifacts on a daily basis but also that the mirrors’ consumers would have seen themselves reflected in the figures of Tuntle and Latva. It cannot be a coincidence, for example, that the Tuntles portrayed on the Boston and Porano mirrors resemble the mature statesmen—real-life Etruscans—depicted in contemporary funerary art, such as the figure of Larth Velcha in the Tomb of the Shields, the bearded enthroned figures in the Campanari Tomb from
Vulci, and the men in the Tomb of the Triclinium from Cerveteri. The staffs that they both hold in their left hands, along with the folding stool on which the Porano Tuntle sits, further indicate their elite status and allude to their political and civic responsibilities, echoing the insignia found in the hand of Arnth Teties in the relief on the front of the Sarcophagus of Ramtha Visnai from Vulci, as well as the zilaths in the Tomb of the Hescanas from Orvieto. Similar men also appear in contemporary mirror iconography, in the form of the mythical kings, Teurs and Rathms. In addition, the Boston mirror contains an allusion to the religious duties of elite men, who “exercised both political and religious power” in Etruria. This can be seen through the pose of its Tuntle, particularly, the way his left leg is raised so that his foot rests on a rock while his right leg is extended and touches the earth. As De Grummond and others have shown, this stance was commonly adopted for rites of divination, appearing on mirrors illustrating Chalchas or Pava Tarchies. Viewers of the Boston Tuntle, therefore, were presented with a visual reminder of this important responsibility of aristocratic men in Etruria. De Grummond, moreover, has also suggested that “the egg of Helen could be read as having prophetic significance, a portent of dire events to come,” making the subject—one level, at least—a story that reflects contemporary interests in the themes of fate and destiny.

While the two Tuntles discussed above resemble mature statesmen, the Lausanne mirror presents the Spartan king more like a new groom, one who resembles the hero Theseus in the Tomb of Orcus II in both age and looks. He also appears to have been enjoying some time with his wife in a domestic interior—perhaps even their bedroom—prior to the god’s arrival. Similar to brides such as Malavisch and Thethis, Latva holds an artifact—a mirror—that would have been very familiar to all viewers as well, one that not only recalls nuptial iconography but also implies that she has been interrupted at her toilette. In this way, the Lausanne engraver incorporated a key element of 4th century mirror iconography in his conceptualization of this particular delivery scene, namely, the evocation of adornment, whose purpose was not only to display a family’s wealth and luxury through the beautification and transformation of the body (female and male) daily as well as for special events like banquets or weddings, but also to encourage seduction and procreation. As Marjatta Nielsen has observed, “beauty was a guarantee for keeping the attraction alive throughout married life,” a theme that is echoed clearly here through the appearances and attributes of this youthful couple. It is also not surprising that it is Latva who holds the implement of transformation. During the 4th and early 3rd centuries, engravers tended to show these artifacts in the hands of women rather than men, as a form of female insignia comparable to men’s staffs, as they alluded not only to adornment but also, more generally, to marriage and the social transformations that came with it. The small bird hovering underneath Latva’s body is another singular motif on the Lausanne mirror. It could be interpreted as allusion to Tinia, Elinai’s real father, but also as an evocation of Turan, goddess of love, sex and beauty (and thus an important role model for Etruscan women). Likewise, the two Lasas who flank Turms may have been understood by the mirror’s viewers in a variety of ways: these characters had multiple functions in Etruscan iconography, especially on mirrors where they frequently appeared in scenes related to love, adornment, fate and/or prophecy. On the Lausanne mirror, they may have been present not only to reiterate the marriage bonds between Latva and Tuntle, but also to foreshadow the events that will later transpire in Elinai’s life.

Women of all ages looking at the representations of Latva on all three of these mirrors would have either seen themselves or a version of themselves that they aspired to reflected in her demeanor, clothing and jewelry. She is not characterized as the consort of Tinia but rather as a youthful or early middle aged wealthy woman who would have reminded them that the primary roles they had in life were as wives and mothers (“a distinguished marriage gave women status and privilege” in Etruria.) Moreover, as was the case with the depictions of Tuntle, allusions abound to the real-life women depicted in contemporary funerary art. Like Velia from the Tomb of the Orcus I, for example, the Boston Latva’s long hair is tied back in a snood and she is adorned with a beaded necklace. Like Velia Seitithi, the wife of Larth Velca in the Tomb of the Shields, she wears a sleeved chiton and has a himation wrapped around her lower body and back. The Boston Latva also wears a band with three pendant bullae on her upper arm. Although the latter is generally associated with children, both adult women and men in Etruria sported bulla jewelry, perhaps because of their magical and/or protective qualities (e.g., as a love charm “to attract and keep mates … or the promise of good health or fertility”). Alexis Castor has also suggested these bands might not just reference their wearers’ status, wealth and prestige but also their personal and/or family’s identities at different periods in their lives (e.g., “pregnancy and childbirth, a military campaign, a new economic venture, religious office, the aches of old age …”). Perhaps, in the context of these delivery scenes, the Boston Latva’s bulla armband could be read as not only signifying “her ability to live in luxury and ease,” but also her forthcoming role as—or impending transformation into—Elinai’s foster-mother. On the Porano mirror, Latva’s aristocratic identity, as well as her status as a well-taken care of woman of leisure, is further communicated by the throne she sits on and her footstool, which also evoke motifs found in contemporary Tarquinian and Caeretan tomb paintings and stand as counterparts to the Lausanne Latva’s mirror and the Boston Latva’s armband.

Viewers of all three delivery scenes would also have recognized an important Etruscan social value in the mirrors’ compositions, namely, what Larissa Bonfante has termed the “symmetry of marriage.” Latva’s and Tuntle’s...
equal sizes, poses and symmetrical placement in the pictorial field represent visual reminders of their ideal of spousal parity, a concept with a long lineage in Etruria, especially in funerary iconography where it “signified the strength and longevity of the family line.” Clearly, it was equally important to showcase this value in the domestic sphere, on mirrors, and despite the individual variations contained within each of the scenes on these examples, the concept is overwhelmingly present and merged with the notion of collective parenting. In all three cases, the implication of the visual rhetoric is that both parents are critical to and contribute to the family’s stability, harmony and unity, which in turn allows for the perpetuation of its lineage.

It is also possible to read these three delivery scenes as reflections of the “highly structured world” within which the Etruscans lived, one wherein the “gods played a dominant role and were associated with every major aspect of life.” The focus of this particular interpretatio etrusca is the arrival of a divine messenger with a “gift,” the egg of Elinai, that will forever alter the lives of its recipients. The narrative, therefore, focuses on the moment before a major transformation to a family’s composition occurs. Unlike on two contemporary mirrors where Turan and Laran merely observe Menrva interacting with the so-called Mari babies as a sort of surrogate mother, neither Latva nor Tuntle has the luxury of being bystanders in the unfolding story. They must react and respond to the messenger with the gift, and the way they do so—calmly and selflessly acknowledging and absorbing the will of the gods—can be read as a visualization of positive parental behavior, one that could be admired, emulated and copied by their owners and their families anytime they were confronted with major changes in their own lives. Although it is not depicted, viewers would have known that Latva and Tuntle welcomed and raised the child who would soon emerge from the egg as their own, even though the moment depicted suggests that they do not yet understand the implications of Turms’ gift. Their quiet obedience and selfless behavior would have made them important role models to the Etruscan elite, reiterating not only the links they believed existed between the human and divine worlds, but also helping them remember what was required to maintain order and structure in their families and the wider world.

Finally, it is striking that on none of these examples with both parents included is Latva given Elinai’s egg. Although Latva matches Tuntle in pose and stature, the compositions all move to the left, in the direction of Tuntle. And it is to him that Turms and Castor turn, and it is he who takes possession of the divine gift, just as, one could argue, on their wedding day, he would have taken possession of the wife who sits opposite him. In this respect, what we see on these mirrors is akin to what can be found in contemporary tomb paintings where the visuals and the inscriptions emphasize the achievements of the men, not the women, in the depicted families. As such, these scenes would have reminded viewers—males and females alike—that despite the conjugal symmetry seen in the artifacts’ compositions, men were the “masters of their houses” and the heads of their families in Etruria, circumstances that may be echoed in the fact that while we know the Etruscan word for wife (puia)—because that’s how many women were identified in extant inscriptions—the word for husband is still unknown.

In sum, decorated mirrors remind us that, in Etruria, the luxury arts were used not only to visualize stories but also to communicate and disseminate important cultural messages and beliefs in the private sphere of the home. The delivery scenes discussed above—one of the many purely Etruscan myths found in their visual repertoire—make their first appearance during the 4th century BCE, primarily on artifacts used in homes before transitioning into tomb corredi. This subject mattered and became popular because it served a multitude of purposes, including providing the mirrors’ owners and viewers with an aristocratic couple whose actions and understanding of their social roles could inspire reflection and emulation as they fashioned their bodies daily in the service of their families and households.
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